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NEW QUEER
LIVE ART

oft lately against the grain of media frenzy and mainstream political debates. As a result, new
live artists make queer social spaces and conceptual scenarios, in which we can pause for a
moment, and begin to make sense of all this material.

*

Grrrl love = Grrrl power, or so the saying went amongst young punk feminists in the
early Nineties. By November 1992, Riot Grrrl had hit the mainstream. The movement was
prominently featured in a Newsweek article about, “a sassy new breed of feminists for the
MTV age.”2 By that point, many of the Riot Grrrl founders and leaders grumbled angrily
about the media’s misrepresentation of the movement, and the forgotten politics that originally inspired a national network of girl punk organizations. Loosely or perhaps ambivalently
modeled after Seventies feminist groups for “consciousness raising,” Riot Grrrls, often in
high school or in their early Twenties, traded zines, made music, and talked about sexism,
abuse, racism, and punk rock. The Riot Grrrl movement began informally in Washington
D.C. and Olympia, specifically amongst the bands Bikini Kill and Bratmobile. Girl fans and
friends followed by starting their own bands and making xeroxed zines with personally
charged and politically evocative rants, which grrrls traded through a grassroots peer network.
Many Riot Grrrls felt that the mainstream media coverage over-hyped an “angry girl”
cliché, falsely assigning rock star Coutney Love as their patron-saint. Riot Grrrls adopted a
bold fashion with baby doll dresses, cat-eye glasses, and many would write slurs like “slut,”
“bitch” or “rape,” with black markers on their arms and bodies. These subcultural gestures
and styles, much like the pointed emphasis on being “grrrls” rather than women, aggressively
repossessed sexist labels and internalized patriarchy. As a result, the imitable fashion attracted a second generation of even younger Riot Grrrls, who read about the revolution in
Seventeen, Sassy, Glamour, and Rolling Stone magazines. Perhaps partially divorced from
the politically sighted, revolutionary claims of the early Riot Grrrls, younger participants
nonetheless cultivated a far-reaching feminist peer community with a powerful network to
distribute women’s music, writing,
and art.
So when the Spice Girls claimed “Girl Power” as the global pop mantra for pre-teens in
the late Nineties, many believed that the Riot Grrrl movement had sufficiently lost its steam.
Indeed the unique style and language of Riot Grrrls had informed many vacuous pop correlatives like Lisa Loeb’s Gen X anthems and cat-eye glasses or Baby Spice’s powder blue velour
jump suits. Certainly an attempt to curtly narrate a Riot Grrrl history follows in the reductive traps of the Newsweek and glossy magazine articles. But the Riot Grrrl music and aesthetics, not to mention contemporaneous queercore bands from the Nineties, left a lasting
impression.
In 1998, Kathleen Hanna, who was reluctantly dubbed the spokesperson for Riot
Grrrls, formed the band Le Tigre with queer video artist Sadie Benning and zine-producer
Johanna Fateman. The band brilliantly recuperated a feminist punk sensibility with electro-
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It’s June 2003 at the Fez Café in New York City and drag king Murrary Hill is hosting
the annual Miss Lower East Side Beauty Pageant. A panel of downtown personalities are
judging the competitive event by collectively rating the contestants’ fashion, poise and talent
routines. Artist and LTTR Co-Editor Emily Roysdon takes the stage to compete not as an
individual model, but as LTTR incorporated. Dressed in a grandma-chic floral jumper, and
too-big high heels, she rambles fluidly with slurred speech, and begins her routine for the
talent competition. Immediately, the crowd is silenced – save for a few murmured “what the
fucks” – as they watch Roysdon re-enact artist Carolee Schneeman’s legendary performance
Interior Scroll (1975). Liberally tracing Schneeman’s footsteps, Roysdon unrolls a paper scroll
from her vagina and she recites its contents: her self-authored text, “democracy, invisibility,
and the dramatic arts,” which first appeared in LTTR.
In the original performance, Schneeman unrolled the scroll like an umbilical cord, and
she proceeded to read criticism about her artwork’s “personal clutter” and its “persistence of
feeling.” As feminist critic Lucy Lippard described, Schneeman reads, “the inside story from
a woman’s body.” The audacious, “liberated” strategy of embodiment poignantly dramatized
the experience of dismissal and the continuing dilemmas about formal mastery and failure.
Although Interior Scroll became the recurring icon for 1970’s feminist art, queer critics later
questioned if any one artwork or “inside story” can sufficiently explain our bodies.
Roysdon’s performance offered a different generational point of view by redoing
Schneeman’s historically canonized art in a club context. This seems indicative of many new
queer art projects by predominantly young artists, who possess a sharp generational selfreflexivity. These performers and producers traverse subcultural, academic, and high art references with remarkable ease and a keen sense of their historical precursors.
The following ephemeral, temporary or performance art projects developed alongside
recent cultural moments or social phenomena. Queer culture always creatively defines itself,
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During Greenwood’s video concerts, she always plans beats, during which she address
the audience and requests their participation. In her writing “CAN YOU PAUSE THAT
FOR A SECOND… and let yourself groove” Greenwood says, “When I’m on stage as Tracy,
I often doubt my relationship to my audience so when I pause my video during a performance I say ‘What’s up?’ I say, ‘What do you want to say to me? What are we doing here?
Together.’”4 Greenwood reprograms relations between the audience, performer, and her
screen in a continuous flow of feedback and interference. The deliberate technical difficulties (exaggerated stutters and awkward silences) in a Tracy and the Plastics concert retard the
temporality of the “live” show to simulate what Greenwood considers to be the political space
of a video pause. In that discreet moment of control when Greenwood halts the video image
and music, she finds an entry point for participation in media, despite the pervasive realities
of surveillance, vacuous static, and commercial noise. Wynne addresses the audience as a
queer-feminist community and she asks them to rearrange our world until it’s “how we
want it.”

really just Greenwood, who appears on stage as Tracy and simultaneously inside the low-tech
videos as both Nikki and Cola. During inter-song skits, Tracy’s argumentative alter-egos talk
back to her, forcing Greenwood to look at her pre-recorded image, while shifting between
personas on screen with crooked platinum wigs and slight wardrobe transformations. Tracy
negotiates a fragmented lesbian personality, which draws from conflicting cultural and social
spaces and voices. Greenwood recounts, “Nikki [asking] Cola why she puts socks down her
pants [--] to look like a dick or a third dimension? Cola turns to me, Tracy, and asks my
advice. ‘I don't put socks down my pants,’ I say. Cola says she does it to look more real.
There's a history, a reality created by the interaction between the self and the image of the
self.”3 These conversations recall Seventies performance artist Joan Jonas’ preoccupation
with media technology and female psychology, particularly in the video Vertical Roll (1972).
Jonas makes a compact physical space by purposefully generating a vertical roll television
technical malfunction, in which her costumed figure persistently gets wiped on and off the
screen. In other works, Jonas relates the theatrical space of her live performances to the virtual space of electronic media. Much like Greenwood, Jonas performs an enigmatic mythology with costumes and gestures in a televisual environment.

pop keyboards and samples. Le Tigre would show slides during songs like “Hot Topic,” which
pays homage to feminist and queer artists, activists, musicians, and intellectuals. Their aesthetic was decisively lo-fi with a signature pastel color palette in accompanying art. JD
Samson of Dykes Can Dance joined Le Tigre, and the band collaboratively produced and
commissioned a series of videos to accompany live performances for their album “Feminist
Sweepstakes.”
As digital video equipment and editing software became increasingly accessible for consumers in the Nineties, a new generation of artists and musicians started producing video art
to sample the television and pop culture that saturates our daily lives. At the same time, the
gallery art world finally accepted video art as a viable commercial entity and video installations, sometimes with the production values and scale of feature films, began filling galleries.
Many of these gallery artists engaged in performance art strategies, which were slickly represented in large-scale photographs and looping DVDs. Although pop stars had incorporated
multimedia into arena concerts for years, independent and punk rock bands, particularly in
the queer underground, began integrating video into their acts to re-imagine the rock show
as a visual performance.
The Ssion (pronounced “shun”) from Kansas City, Missouri, performs a
punk rock, high school style musical theater spearheaded by artist and musician Cody
Critcheloe with backup singers Taylor Painter-Wolfe and Shannon Michaels. Critcheloe’s
intricate animation videos with hand drawn collage and text lyrics, screen behind the band
like motivational karaoke. Dressed as a chicken, cow, and lion with giant exposed genitalia,
the band performs in sync with the videos, while using their cardboard instruments, props
and scenery for added effect. In early performances, the Ssion took on gender politics with
literally cartoonish irreverence. For “I Got AIDS Off a Toilet Seat,” Cody draws a caricature
of himself with a set of dancing woman’s legs, which rhythmically tic-toc to the beat of the
song. When animated Cody enters the “Lil’ Gay Bar,” blood squirts from his eyes, ears, and
crotch, followed by a set of disembodied cocks, which proceed to squirt more blood over the
bar, its toilets, leather daddies, punk twinks, and Cody. In the song and video “Anorexia
Rules, Ok!” the Ssion performs with an animated chorus of suffragettes. The cartoon feminists raise their picket signs and sing the mantra, “we want it all… we want what’s just begun,”
followed by the lyrics, “Keep your fingers crossed, and keep your legs spread… Anorexia
Rules, Ok!” The song and visual performance broach the sensitive subject of eating disorders—a vital topic amongst Riot Grrrls—by expressing with acidic enthusiasm a sense of personal and political anxiety or failure. In other performance videos Cody incorporates cartoon caricatures of Kathleen Hanna and Courtney Love to indulge a budding Gen X nostalgia with tongue-in-cheek, albeit affectionate, post Riot Grrrl parody. The Ssion trade the
revolutionary scope and lyrics from the Riot Grrrl heyday for dark humor, crass queer star
fucking, and summer stock theatrics.
In the band Tracy and the Plastics, artist Wynne Greenwood literally talks to herself.
Part living room band practice, and part one-woman video play, Greenwood embodies the
character Tracy and sings electro-punk riddles in front of a small video projection, along
with her avatar bandmates Nikki and Cola (aka the Plastics). The virtual band of three is
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Greenwood writes, “I’m spitting out these word bones. Stuttering out these quickly
glued together phrases and half-thoughts.”3 In poetically cryptic lyrics, Tracy relays sometimes private, but often convincing messages: “We’ll have to knit or stitch a claw… we’ll have
to drop the guns to draw.”5 When Tracy talks to herself on stage, she negotiates the creative
conflicts with the collaborating Plastics (herself), and she also dramatizes the inevitable psychic fractures and social disjunctions for a multifaceted lesbian identity, which exists in an
exclusionary popular culture. Hence Greenwood is constantly reconstructing her message or
“the band” with a unique video language. She samples the dominant culture and makes its
missing images, suturing extreme close-up details from suburban carpet and upholstery with
appropriated television shots from women’s golf tournaments. Sometimes she’s in imaginary
spaces and landscapes, rendered in blunt monochromatic colors or with digital abstraction.
But at any given moment, Tracy might hit the pause button to interrupt the alluring score
and steady stream of visual imagery. She’ll ask you to stop and to let yourself groove.

*

In 1999, police and firefighters started arriving unannounced at New York City nightclubs to inspect for illicit drug use, but more importantly, for unlicensed dancing. With
alarmingly literal pre-stonewall déjà vu, DJs and club owners flipped the music off and the
crowds froze during police raids.11 When New York City Mayor Guilliani resurrected the
1926 “cabaret law,” unlicensed bars were subject to massive fines and even padlock if their

performance artists like Wynne Greenwood, who utilize the sounds, styles and venues of
punk culture for something radically different. Davis published an infamous early zine
called “Fertile LaToya Jackson” in the 1990’s, which queersploitation filmmaker Bruce La
Bruce called “an underground rag that featured SoCal punk scene gossip, photos of hot
Huntington Beach surfers and wistful musings by Miss Davis herself, gregarious gossipeuse
and poetess extraordinaire.”8 The name Vaginal Cream Davis was inspired by radical black
activist and media personality-cum professor Angela Davis. By sampling (and in turn
parodying) various subcultural and mainstream personalities, aesthetics, and clichés,
Davis cultivates an entertaining militancy, which assaults the conventional tropes of camp
sentimentality.
Davis’ interest in Black Power inspired the 1980’s a capella performance group Vaginal
and the Afro Sisters. Davis and her backup ensemble of white girls in Afro wigs did the show
“We’re Taking Over,” which portrayed the “Sexuales Liberation Front,” whose mission was to
kidnap the heads of white corporate America and to “put big black dildos up their lily white
buttholes and hold them for ransom.”9 Davis also drew inspiration from her Chicana heritage with the band ¡Cholita! (billed as the female Menudo), which performed Latin pop
music on a cassette album that obtained a modest cult following. Other theatrical personalities have included the Chicana gang member Graciela Grejalba, a white supremacist named
Clarence, street preacher Rev. St. Salicia Tate and diva character Voodoo Williams, fashioned
as the doña of dance.10
In José Muñoz’s book Disidentifications, he discusses Davis’ performance as an alternative to the Nineties “multiplex” drag from films like To Wong Foo, Thanks for Everything! Julie Newmar,
Priscilla Queen of the Desert and The Bird Cage, not to forget Ru Paul’s tenure as a talk show host on
VH-1. Muñoz writes, “Commercial drag presents a sanitized and desexualized queer subject
for mass consumption. Such drag represents a certain strand of integrationist liberal pluralism. The sanitized queen is meant to be enjoyed as an entertainer who will hopefully lead to
social understanding and tolerance.”10 Muñoz distinguishes Davis’ counter-cultural style of
gender-play as “terrorist drag,” for its unrelenting cultural critique and for a “ground-level
guerrilla representational [strategy that portrays] some of the nation’s most salient popular
fantasies.” As white supremacist Clarence in the performance “The White to be Angry,”
Davis inverted racist blackface sambo or minstrel caricatures into an aggressively fetishistic
ultra-white, ultra-right wing heterosexual drag. Davis as Clarence injects the seeds of racial
politics into the dominantly and ambivalently white punk subculture. Instead of using the
conventional first-person rhetoric of identity, Davis mocks and performs its extremist
versions in a subversively combative form of cabaret drag.

Drag performance artist Vaginal Cream Davis recently took on her newest incarnation
as Ada Smith, the black Vaudevillian nightclub owner, whose 1920s era Parisian club
Bricktop hosted some of the best entertainment for intoxicated expatriates and cabaret
enthusiasts. Cabaret performance became wildly popular in Europe following World War I,
particularly in Germany, where the Weimar government essentially dissolved all forms of
censorship.6 Berlin clubs in the 1930’s boasted satirical routines, transvestitism, and general
debauchery with a socio-political edge. While American cabaret lacked the intellectual ambition of its European predecessors, mobster-style speakeasies in the heyday of prohibition
hosted glamorous and clandestine entertainment with alcohol. Cabarets were a unique space
for otherwise rare inter-class, race, and gender socializing. In the post-Stonewall 1970s, the
nascent gay culture sought its own types of entertainment. Cabaret became a vital form of
performance in bathhouses, where gay men had public and anonymous sex. Bette Midler
famously began her career performing for mixed gay and straight crowds in towels at the gay
Ansonia Baths on Broadway in New York City.
Now Davis’ regular Friday night Bricktop event at the Parlour Club in the Russian
Quarter of West Hollywood, California draws a genuinely mixed crowd of post-punk fags,
heterosexual flappers, LA lesbians, and the occasional celebrity. Recreating an amalgamation
of Weimar Berlin, Paris café culture, and downtown New York bohemia, Bricktop presents
Davis’ multimedia monologue-scats, plus eclectic guest performances, which often pay tribute to esoteric personalities from the Jazz Age. Targeting “literate clubgoers sick of the corporate careerist vulturism and youth culture myopia that plagues the tired and stagnant LA
club scene,”7 Bricktop does salvage cabaret with a fair dose of parodic kitsch. Davis’ weekly
event is steeped in admiration for the historic ‘lost generation’ and for the vital intelligensia
fringe, which these expatriates cultivated.
For decades now, Vaginal Cream Davis’ prolific suitcase of performance personalities,
concept bands, tell-all diaries, and guest star appearances have mixed up the LA punk scene.
Notably a veteran, the six foot six tower of power paved the way for a younger generation of
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patrons were caught illegally dancing. Framed as a safety issue by the city government, clubs
were required to make expensive upgrades to sprinkler and fire alarm systems and to face a
mammoth city bureaucracy in order to obtain a cabaret license. The queer performance
venue The Slipper Room, which hosts DJs and burlesque performances, including Drag
King Murray Hill, was a prime example of an underground club targeted by these new standards. In the Spring of 2001, The Slipper Room received its first ticket for illegal dancing,
which resulted in a $150 fine. All was resolved for one year, until the club was randomly
inspected on a Thursday evening, quickly padlocked for cabaret violation and then issued a
lethal $30,000 ticket. The Slipper Room hired famous civil-liberties attorney Norman
Siegal, a pro-dance ally, who successfully got the charges dropped by the Department of
Consumer Affairs.11
Obviously the cabaret law debates are not merely petty disputes about noise, safety,
commercial zoning, or quality of life: the laws raise more worrisome flags about diminishing
First Amendment rights to expression and the freedom to dance. In 1926, the cabaret laws
were in part created to prevent multiracial socializing in Harlem Jazz clubs. Hence the law
and its arbitrary implementation remain suspect to a discriminatory legacy.6 As a logical
response, artists revived public dance theater as an interventionist form of protest. François
Boué’s Super 8mm film Life, Liberty, Etc… documents a spontaneous rave protest, which
occurred in Tompkins Square Park during the summer of 1999 in response to the cabaret
laws. Shortly after, artists Tara Mateik, Emily Roysdon, and JD Samson formed the group
Dykes Can Dance, whose manifesto promised, “…To endorse creative costuming / To
combat lesbian domesticity and, even worse, bed-death / To congregate / [and] To break
the law.”12
Other new interventionist dance groups, including Free Dance Lessons in Toronto and
the Chicago booty dance protest group Pink Bloque took boom boxes to the streets.
Alienated by Sixties approaches to radical politics, Pink Bloque set out to make protests more
visually striking and fun by appropriating the sounds, iconography and corporate lingo from
popular culture. The Radical Cheerleaders make similar protest innovations with lefty cheers
performed in the tropes of punk homecoming queens. The loose knit group began in
Florida in the early Nineties and spread by word of mouth to other activist communities
around the world. Some Radical Cheerleader groups design pristine uniforms, while others
cheer wholeheartedly in androgynous rags. Pink Bloque avoids the traditional slogans of
activism altogether, and instead, they studied videos by superstar choreographer Darrin
Hensen, who famously trained Britney Spears and N’Sync. The dancers made their debut at
Chicago’s May Day protest in 2002, an annual event for workers rights demonstrations.
Clad in pink hoodies with the attached slogan “2 cute 2B Arrested,” Pink Bloque performed
a boyband inspired routine to Donna Summer’s “She Works Hard for the Money.” By practicing “tactical flirting” with police officers, the dancers evaded heckling and continued
grinding, along with their banner: “U.S. women earn 27-36% less than white men for the
same work.” Other protest dance routines have included Janet Jackson’s “Nasty Boys” at the
Transatlantic Business Dialogue and “Family Affair” by Mary J. Blige at Chicago’s
International Day Against the War.
– 8 –

In a more overtly hedonistic vein, The Dazzle Dancers began performing in New York
nightclubs, bars and theaters in 1993 with the simple intention to spread a message of love
and sexual freedom with purposefully amateur and baroque body slamming. Although they
prefer to be nude (and often complete routines just about butt naked), The Dazzle Dancers
perform spastic moves, covered in glitter with a low budget Bollywood sensibility. Toronto
artist Will Munro similarly encourages people to take it all off, or more specifically, his elaborately stitched underwear art. Munro organized a performance in a Toronto strip club, in
which a variety of masculine body types—from hulking bears to trannies and anything in
between—wore Munro’s personalized Y-front briefs to corrupt the hygenic fetish of Calvin
Klein. Far from CK whiteness, Munro uses thrift store fabrics like granny afghan quilts and
heavy metal t-shirts as base materials to construct his underwear. Instead of the standard
stripping rules, Munro collaborated with the unconventional queer models by choosing
briefs that best fit the strippers’ music tastes and personalities.
New York artist Lynne Chan also meticulously studied stripper protocol for her pole
dancing demonstrations at the Skowhegan visual arts residency program. Chan’s performance work involves athletic mastery and comically daring showmanship. Often performing as
the mutable personality JJ Chinois, Chan cultivates a fictional fan-base for Chinois’ ultrasuave performances, which recently included a demolition derby competition. While working
at Skowhegan, Chan visited a local strip club and found a willing mentor, who lead Chan
to memorize complicated routines from stripper-themed films like Showgirls. Chan then
hosted a didactic pole dancing seminar for fellow residents. Using the stylized charisma and

Lynne Chan
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and masculine styles, bodies and behaviors, gender queers engage in a project often termed
“gender fucking.”
Particularly for gender queers, these new modes of expression were partly informed by
theoretical discussions about gender and sexuality that emerged in many liberal arts colleges
and activist communities during the rise of Queer Studies in the Nineties. Cultural theorists
like Judith Butler had immeasurable impact on young feminist and queer students, who
developed political and personal agendas to dissolve the theoretically termed “gender binary
system.” Gender queerness manifests as radical lifestyle, political and body praxis. This subversive strategy of integrating critical theory and living politics also arose during the Eighties
and Nineties when AIDS activists mixed cultural theory with political activism. Douglas
Crimp’s works AIDS Demographics (1990) and the 1987 edition of the journal October, which
Crimp edited, AIDS: Cultural Analysis, Cultural Activism, mix the expertise and perspectives of both
activists and theorists.
Gender queer identity both theoretically and socially transformed the lesbian community. There was increasing pressure to differentiate between butch lesbians and FTM trannies, which often provoked an unspoken schism. When trans people widely began shifting
pronouns in both personal and professional settings, many queer people (not to mention
the broader world), ignored and refused to acknowledge these legible indications of transgender identity. As a result, many transgender people feel pointed sensitivity and anger
about mistaken or misused gender pronouns, thus splintering the queer community into the
“trans-phobic” and the “trans-friendly.”
In certain ways, trans experiences were expressed in many of the first person identity
politics models, which characterized discussions of race, class, gender, sexuality, etc.
Additionally, many artists simply focused on the form of body alternation as an art project
in itself. Artist Tara Mateik early on credited his surgeon Dr. Brownstein in his video
installation Video Kourous (2002). The video quite simply shows Tara’s healing flat chest,
adorned by his gold nameplate necklace “Tara.” Tara’s torso floats in and out of frame,
much like Maya Deren’s filmed dance sequences in her 1945 experimental film Study in
Coreography for the Camera. Mateik uses the art historical reference to Archaic Greek kouroi
statues, which depict the nude bodies of boy-like soldiers. The projected image of Mateik’s
trans “top” locates the carved bust in a history of sculptural forms.
Mateik has also pursued quasi-biological research to find instances of gender variance
in the animal kingdom. In an effort to make the often earnest topic of transgender identity
comedic, Mateik has developed a performance project about sea horses, which are the only
fish that experience male pregnancy. The sea horse reproductive process begins with daily
pre-dawn dances when fish couples intertwine their tails for up to eight hours. In Mateik’s
project, he embodies the essentially transgender sea horse in a fish costume and choreographs a mating dance routine with his partner, who is also in sea horse drag. Mateik has also
proposed yet to be realized projects, which involve these performances underwater in aquariums amongst other marine wildlife.
Animals have long been a thematic focus for artists exploring gender nonconformity or
variance. Recently artist Lynne Chan coined the term “manimal” to explain a new gender

homosexual extremity of a muted Richard Simmons, these sessions had the methodical
underpinnings of a group power yoga session. The pole dancing demonstrations present the
conventions of stripping as athletic skills, which thoroughly unravel social boundaries. Chan
built a temporary stage with a prominent performance pole at Skowhegan that served as a
social focal point in a converted barn. During a social event, the pole catalyzed a unique
dance party, where some of the most inhibited personalities called attention to their bodies
when they demonstrated an acquired mastery of pole dancing techniques.
Instead of liberally exposing herself, London-based artist Oreet Ashery conversely hides
her body in intensely repressed and socially patrolled settings. Ashery regularly defies religious law when she performs as her Hasidic Jewish male alter ego named Marcus Fischer. In
May 2003, Ashery went to the north of Israel for an annual religious event, which celebrates
the death of Rabbi Shimon Bar-Yochai, author of the Kabbalistic text the ‘Zohar.’ Jewish
tradition doesn’t call for mourning during the hours before Bar-Yochai’s death, but rather
for intense dancing. Ashery describes the forty-eight hour event as a religious rave with plenty of homoerotic groping. Because the sacred celebration is explicitly limited to men, Ashery
surreptitiously participated in Hasidic Jewish drag—an intrusion, which could have easily lead
to violent repercussions. This performance intervention occurred near the same time that
two suicide bombers dressed as Orthodox Jews during separate bombing incidents in Israel.
Like Vaginal Cream Davis, Ashery engages in “terrorist drag,” which poses a serious security
threat in politically and religiously dangerous spaces. In order to safely participate in the
public dance, Ashery must “pass” as Marcus Fischer and disguise any visible indicators of her
female anatomy.

In recent years, queer culture transformed with the increasing visibility of transgender
identity, shifting gender pronouns, gender-neutral names, and perhaps most radically with
surgery. In the past few years, this new gender frontier has exploded widely among FTM
(female to male) trannies, who dissolve or translate lesbian or butch codes and sensibilities
into a non-normative transman, trannyfag, or androgynous identity. Transexualism was
considered a disease in the past, and sex reassignment surgery (SRS) treated the supposed
gender ailment.13 The goal of “passing” typified most sex reassignment surgery, and resonated in the familiar transsexual sentiment: “I’m a man living in a woman’s body,” and vice
versa.
Certainly these feelings represent many transgender people’s experiences. Nonetheless,
the values of “gender queerness,” predominantly adopted by a younger generation, involve
new gender presentations that deliberately dissolve the categories of “male” or “female”
altogether. Top surgery recently became the most visible manifestation of transgender
expressions. FTM trannies are now regularly opting for bilateral masectomies (usually with
no intention to receive a phalloplasty operation to construct a penis). Some trans people
choose to take hormones, which facilitate ongoing transformations, while others pursue no
forms of body alteration at all. The heterogeneity of gender variance makes every gender
queer body and expression different. So by mismatching and re-signifying coded feminine
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frontier. In 1976, feminist sculptor and video artist Lynda Benglis made the video narrative
“The Amazing Bow Wow.” Filmed in a carnival sideshow, Benglis plays a dominatrix-style
roadie, who obtains and wrangles an unparalleled freak show attraction named Bow Wow—a
hermaphroditic talking dog. Benglis depicted Bow Wow in a life-size dog suit with giant
exposed intersex genitalia. The supremely bizarre video critiques the politics of display and
the fascistic distinction between man and his “other.”
Certainly artist Matthew Barney produces the most visibly “mainstream” transgender
coded artwork, arguably from an overtly heterosexual point of view. The New York Times
proclaimed him to be “the most important artist of his generation,”14 and his work was the
recent subject of a mid-career retrospective at the Guggenheim Museum in New York. A
master of hype and mythological grandiosity, Barney is best known for his prolific Cremaster
Cycle, a series of five films, which incorporate allegorical performances, extravagant sculptural props and scenery in a sophisticated filmic form. The films generally feature Barney
playing cryptically loaded roles, such as a satyr, magician, Harry Houdini, or a ram.
Interestingly, the title of the film series refers to the cremaster muscle that raises and lowers
the male reproductive system according to temperature, external stimulation, or fear.
During Cremaster 3 (2002), Barney shows close up shots of his amended genitalia with radically reformatted orifices, which constitute his own imaginative species. For Barney, the crux of
mythological mystery and power exists in the muscular functions of the disappearing testicles.
His work usually explores hybrids of animal and human forms. In an earlier video performance Envelopa: Drawing Restraint 7 (1993), Barney performs as a hairless cloven-hoofed man-animal with concealed and erased genitalia.
In Virginia Puff-Paint, Donut hole orifices, elephantitis snouts, ribbed foam phallic
swords, and debutante-style lace and tassles, comprise the hand-stitched bodies of collaborating artists Jeremy Laing and Will Munro. The Toronto performers dress as baroquely
adorned queer beasts or creatures, and they unzip, pack, and unravel their multi-layered
entrails and orifices that are stitched onto pink spandex body suits. The sexual theater in
Virginia Puff-Paint demonstrates extreme gender fucking with prolonged cycles of bestial
penetration. At Zsa Zsa Gallery in Toronto, Laing and Munro installed “The Pavilion of
Virginia Puff-Paint,” an elaborately constructed textile palace of fuckable furniture, including orifice and phallic pillows, a pearl trimmed commode, and a butt plug stool. The installation also showcased a large armorial banner in the form of a coat-of-arms, from which the
penetrable pillows could be hung with buttons and loops of trim. Viewers could reach inside
of the Pavilion or peak through lace-lined glory holes for hands-on participation and
voyeurism. The creatures proceed to “have sex” for an exhausting four hours by removing,
untangling, and sharing their assortment of phallic cones and tactile holes. From a padded
stomach cavity adjoined by a zipper seam, one beast removes a long tube of intestinal objects.
These innards are made with foam shards stuffed inside of a sausage-like chain of stockings.
The Puff-Paint partner proceeds to stick this intestinal object into its donut shaped sequin
holes, which line the chest, crotch, and bottom regions.
This curious form of discovery and play uses the lacerated and malleable body to express
fantastic relations that exceed human gender or sexuality. There is a horrific sense of
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When freshly elected San Francisco mayor Gavin Newsom started illegally issuing
marriage licenses to gay couples in February 2004, hundreds of people began lining up in
front of City Hall. With puffy white dresses and tuxedos, the wedding lines became international news and striking visual representations of the political issue, which became the hot
topic for competing Presidential candidates. Perhaps as a result of the media coverage and
the recent wave of gay television programs, queers became valuable pawns in American social
issue politics.
In 1997, Ellen Degeneres appeared on the cover of Time Magazine with the cheery caption, “Yep, I’m gay.” The article prefaced Ellen’s coming out episode, furthermore the first
ever “outing” of a main character on a primetime sitcom. The emergence of gay television

*

unknown sensation and corporeal possibility during a Virginia Puff-Paint performance.
Nonetheless, the artists use fussy adornments like tassel, lace, sequins, and sticky glitter that
have an almost child-like (or even grandma friendly) material sensibility. The artists’
emphasis on handcrafts and ephemeral performance creates a wildly tangible sensuality.
Virginia Puff-Paint’s kind of imagination dissolves legible roles, positions or bodies from
the pornographic fantasy. Instead, the creatures combine their insides in a ritualistic form of
mutant unification.

Virginia Puff-Paint
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undoubtedly changed queer culture forever. The Museum of Television and Radio in New
York City recently hosted the series “Not That There’s Anything Wrong with That,” which
outlined the extensive history of gay representation on television.15 The first known story
about homosexuals appeared in a 1964 episode of Espionage. In 1977, Billy Crystal’s character
Jodie Dallas on Soap was the first successfully integrated gay character in a television series.
Other milestones included the 1983 episode of St. Elsewhere, in which a popular councilman
was told he had AIDS in television’s first representation of the epidemic. Not to forget Ryan
Phillippe’s 1992 appearance as the first gay teen on television in an episode of One Life to Live,
in which Phillippe helps a priest display the AIDS quilt.
Along with gay visibility on television came slippery new standards for inclusive and
“good representation.” In 2001 the Los Angeles based queer-feminist performance group
Toxic Titties responded to furniture store IKEA’s television commercials, which explicitly
targeted domestic gay couples. The artists jumped into model bedrooms at IKEA Burbank
and posed as a polyamorous gay family for faux-advertisement photographs. The revisionist
pictures attempt to jilt the prude demographic images of the gays, whose homogenous television depiction suggests widespread homosexual suburban malaise. Likewise artists in Chicago
are planning Pilot Chicago, a four-day collaborative event in October 2004 for queer and
feminist artists to spontaneously build sets and to convert a giant loft space into a full functioning do-it-yourself gay television studio. While artists now are repossessing and critiquing
gay television, in the early days of media exposure, the differences between positive and
explicitly hostile depictions of queer people were more easily distinguished. The Gay and
Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD) was formed in 1985 to promote and ensure
fair, accurate and inclusive representation of gay people and related news events in the
media. One of GLAAD’s earliest victories was persuading the New York Times to begin using
the word “gay” instead of “homosexual” in 1987. GLAAD also ensured that Bob Hope produce a public service announcement condemning anti-gay violence after he used the word
“fag” on a 1988 episode of The Tonight Show.
In contrast to GLAAD’s tactics, AIDS activists from ACT-UP staged a more guerillastyle media intervention on January 22, 1991 on the evening before the widespread “Day of
Desperation.” Complementing other dramatic actions, including a gigantic take-over at
Grand Central Station, activists invaded CBS News with Dan Rather, and for a brief second
stormed in front of the newscaster, and flashed (live on-camera) the protest sign: “Fight
AIDS, not Arabs; AIDS is news!”16 Although present for only a few frames until crew and
authorities yanked the civilian imposters, ACT-UP activists made AIDS and queer protest
visible on mainstream television.
In following years, GLAAD successfully utilized more mainstream styles of activism and
PR, which strategically changed aspects of popular culture. The organization was instrumental in shaping the press’ sympathetic coverage of Matthew Shepard’s murder. GLAAD became
a “watchdog” for the gay community, and publicly criticized Elton John and Eminem’s duet
at the Grammy’s. The organization’s decisions about “bad” and “good” representation could
not always encompass the full scope of queer political perspectives. In this respect, GLAAD’s
full throttle advocacy of gay marriage alienated many queer critics of matrimony.
– 14 –

Whether or not marriage is a blessing or a threat to gay culture is a drained debate. The
potential phenomena of gay divorce or the widespread transfer of gay ghettos from urban
enclaves to suburban sprawl is perhaps more interesting. Alternative or “radical” queer people have generally been vehemently opposed to gay marriage. Viewing the institution as
defunct and patriarchal, many feel that the normalizing force of gay marriage threatens the
autonomy and ideals of queer culture. Toronto-based band The Hidden Cameras, a gay
folk-cum-church rock group made the convincing song “Ban Marriage,” which says, “And as
I looked him in the eye I heard my best friend cry / That we aren’t fool to fall in love but let
‘coupledom’ die.” The Toxic Titties also responded to gay marriage in their 2002 performance Toxic Union. The artists enacted the signing of their business contract in the form of a
wedding ceremony at an art gallery. Reframing the marriage event as a legalistic celebration
of bureaucratic arrangements, the artists formed an alternative structure for obtaining partial equity.
As the possibility of gay marriage becomes increasingly realistic, and gay identity wins
even more mainstream fans, many cling nostalgically to previous modes of queerness in
search for a counter-cultural or underground authenticity. Numerous art
projects mentioned here have deliberately injected perversion, obscenity, or sexuality into
public performances, likely in reaction to the mostly sterile presence of gayness in
popular culture. Perhaps the new generation of queers shifts from “liberated” to “postliberated” points of view. So it’s difficult to say, for example, if Queer Eye for the Straight Guy is
neo-minstrelism for faggy product placement, or something actually much more subversive.
The show’s hosts regularly touch straight men’s bodies, interfering in their most private
spaces to hopefully spice things up. While the program affirms latently homophobic audiences with entertaining gay clichés, it does persistently emphasize that gay men, and their
repressed or clueless straight male contemporaries, have sexuality and that they should
express it. Whether or not you call this post-liberated representation good or bad, it
undoubtedly has changed our society.

*

Queer culture will continue to form itself, even if the major networks and Presidential
candidates are on the job too. Modern American queer history is so
nascent that we acutely focus on its temporality: our pre-histories, recent pasts, fast
changing cultural futures, and the current events. We recognize every historical shift because
we still can, so the rapid transfer of political and aesthetic values from one
generation to the next is very visible and filled with pangs of nostalgia and optimism. These
young live artists and many of their formative mentors set up situations,
scenes and scenarios that give us pause to consider the variety of social and political forces
affecting our bodies and our lives. And right now, if one thing is for sure, gay people have
got a lot going on.

Matt Wolf is a filmmaker and writer in New York
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